
 
     

 

Problem lifter?  No Problem with our NEW Revolutionary Rock Star 

Bonder! 

The company cannot guarantee its use with other product lines as it was 

designed for Tuff Enuff Nail’s Gel’s explicitly, however, there have never 

been any issues thus far.  

Rock Star Bonder Application and Information, you need to know! 

Application 

• Apply to a prepped & cleanzed nail.    
• Hold the nail down towards the table.  Holding the nail downwards is for the 

purpose of keeping it from running into the eponychium.  (gel follows bonder). 
The nail should appear wet and shiny at first but will absorb into the nail plate to 
have a dry look.  Do not cure.     

• Wait 30 seconds for product to seek & bond then proceed with Nex Gen or gel 
application. 

• Problem Lifters; apply two coats of Rock Star to the nail plate. 

Rock Star is a non-burning and non-etching bonder designed with an incredible ability to 
link to the keratin (protein & amino acids) found in the natural nail plate. Rock Star 
creates bonding to the natural nail by means of “Uni-layer Molecular Coupling”, which in 
simple terms means a molecule that joins two things. The molecules bond to the 
organic Keratin molecules in the natural nail plate, putting a strong bond with the protein 
structure in your nails and with your polish or acrylics – like double-sided sticky tape or 
glue. 

They are also easy to use and do not require a UV or Led Lamp to cure. 

Rock Star and other products such as acrylic, gel polish, nail polish, fibre or silk etc.?  
Nail Techs are using Rock Star with other nail product lines including acrylic products, 
nail polishes, gel polish’s etc. You can confidently say that it works GREAT.  Our 
chemist has stated it is compatible with many different artificial nail applications. 

Rock Star and temperatures:  Please refer to our MSDS Sheets. 
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